Sustainability
Durability
Flexibility

VFI® Hard Coats - Structural and Plastic Encapsulants

Whether you are producing signage,
protecting delicate forms for themed scenery,
or molding parts for an OEM application, VFI
has a product to meet your specific needs.
VFI hard coats eliminate the problems
associated with fiberglass filled FRP. We offer sprayable and brushable encapsulants
designed to provide an impact resistant shell for numerous substrates including EPS,
insulative foams and wood.

VFI HARD COAT ADVANTAGES
‰‰ Low VOCs
‰‰ Superior hardness
‰‰ Impact resistant
‰‰ Aromatic base coat
‰‰ Structural for foam sculptures
‰‰ Waterproof encapsulating material
‰‰ Custom colors available
‰‰ Two component systems
‰‰ 100% solids
‰‰ Sprayable and brushable

PLASTIC ENCAPSULANTS

STRUCTURAL ENCAPSULANTS

‰‰ VFI-2511 Flexible Plastic Encapsulant

‰‰ VFI-2505 Sprayable Structural Plastic

‰‰ VFI-2538 Plastic Encapsulant for
Qwik Spray System®

‰‰ VFI-3130 Polyurea Spray Elastomer System
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Setting the standard for Renewable Coatings and Spray Foams

For more information, contact us today at 800-307-9218
Check out our new website at www.volatilefree.com
This information and technical advice provided herein are believed to be reliable and accurate to the best knowledge of Volatile Free, Inc., as based on tests and should serve only as a recommendation.
As the manufacturer, Volatile Free, Inc. makes no representations or warranties of any kinds, expressed, implied or statutory, including but not limited to all implied warranties of merchantability or
fitness for use or a particular purpose for the product. Volatile Free, Inc. makes no representations or warranties as to the results of the use of the product and assumes no obligation or liability in
connection therewith. Volatile Free, Inc. is not liable for any incidental or consequential damages of any sort from use of this product. The information provided herein is subject to change at any time
without notice. Information changes may include, but are not limited to, commercial and technical changes, changes in pricing, physical characteristics and packaging.

